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Functional Heterogeneity in Neighboring Neurons of Cat
Primary Visual Cortex in Response to Both Artificial and
Natural Stimuli
Kevan A.C. Martin and Sylvia Schröder
Institute of Neuroinformatics, University of Zu¨rich and Eidgeno¨ssische Technische Hochschule Zu¨rich, 8057 Zu¨rich, Switzerland
Neurons in primary visual cortex of manymammals are clustered according to their preference to stimulus parameters such as orienta-
tion and spatial frequency. Nevertheless, responses to complex visual stimuli are highly heterogeneous between adjacent neurons. To
investigate the relation between these observations, we recorded from pairs of neighboring neurons in area 17 of anesthetized cats in
response to stimuli of differing complexity: sinusoidal drifting gratings, binary dense noise, and natural movies. Comparisons of the
tuning curves revealed similar orientation and direction preferences for neighboring neurons, but large differences in preferred phase,
direction selectivity, and tuning width of spatial frequency. No pair was similar across all tuning properties. The neurons’ firing rates
averaged acrossmultiple stimulus repetitions (the “signal”)were also compared. Binnedbetween 10 and 200ms, the correlation between
these signals was close to zero in themedian across all pairs for all stimulus classes. Signal correlations agreed poorly with differences in
tuning properties, except for receptive field offset and relative modulation (i.e., the strength of phase modulation). Nonetheless, signal
correlations for different stimulus classes were well correlated with each other, even for gratings and movies. Conversely, trial-to-trial
fluctuations (termed “noise”) were poorly correlated between neighboring neurons, suggesting low degrees of common input. In re-
sponse to gratings and visual noise, signal andnoise correlationswerewell correlatedwith each other, but less so for responses tomovies.
These findings have relevance for our understanding of the processing of natural stimuli in a functionally heterogeneous cortical
network.
Introduction
Since the seminal findings of Mountcastle (1957) and Hubel and
Wiesel (1962, 1968), we know that sensory cortex of cats and
monkeys is organized into columns of neurons with shared func-
tional preferences. This columnar architecture seems to offer at
least two advantages: minimized wiring—all circuits that need to
deal with one patch of sensory surface are colocalized (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1963; Chklovskii and Koulakov, 2004)—and a means of
averaging across intrinsic neuronal noise (Shadlen et al., 1996;
Parker and Newsome, 1998; Mazurek and Shadlen, 2002). In
contrast, theoretical considerations on energy and coding effi-
ciency argue for sparse coding in which only a few cells are active
at any moment in time (Olshausen and Field, 2004).
To understand information coding in visual cortex, it seems
relevant to investigate functional differences between neurons at
a very fine spatial scale. We know that, compared with distant
ones, neighboring neurons are more likely to receive similar syn-
aptic input and to project to similar targets. Few studies, however,
have compared the responses and receptive fields (RFs) of neigh-
boring neurons. DeAngelis et al. (1999) investigated spatiotem-
poral RFs and found several parameters that are as different
between nearby neurons as between distant neurons. However,
their analyses were confined to simple cells and it is difficult to
infer from their results how differently nearby neurons would
respond to natural stimuli, to which cortical coding strategies are
probably adapted (Field, 1987). From knowledge of the RF struc-
ture, current models predict poorly a complex cell’s response to
natural stimuli (Carandini et al., 2005). Furthermore, RF struc-
ture changes somewhat with stimulus class (David et al., 2004).
Studies that used more complex stimuli, such as binary dense
noise, Walsh patterns, or natural images and movies, found very
small signal correlations (i.e., the correlation between firing rates
averaged across multiple stimulus repetitions), reflecting large
response heterogeneities between neighboring neurons (Gawne
et al., 1996; Reich et al., 2001;Weliky et al., 2003; Yen et al., 2007).
These studies, however, rarely differentiate between different
time scales of responses (although the relevant scale for coding is
unknown) and do not relate their results to differences between
the neurons’ RF properties.
Of further significance for population coding are the correla-
tions between the neurons’ trial-to-trial fluctuations in response
to the same stimulus, which is called “noise” and is thought to
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reflect their common input. The strength of these noise correla-
tions can alter coding capacities tremendously (Abbott and
Dayan, 1999; Averbeck et al., 2006). Previous studies in a variety
of brain areas found small, positive noise correlations (for review,
see Cohen andKohn, 2011), but rarely considered changes across
stimulus classes or how they relate to signal correlations mea-
sured at time scales shorter than hundreds of milliseconds.
In this study, we quantified differences between RFs, signal
correlations, andnoise correlations of neighboring neurons in cat
primary visual cortex in response to three different stimulus
classes. We then related these three measures to each other using
varying time scales and compared the results across stimulus
classes and across cortical layers.
Materials andMethods
Animal preparation
All experiments, animal treatment and surgical protocols were carried
out with authorization and under a license granted to K.A.C.M. by the
Cantonal Veterinary Office of Zu¨rich, Switzerland. The data presented
here originate from 15 adult cats (2.2–4.3 kg) of either sex. The animals
were initially anesthetized with a subcutaneous injection of xylazine
(0.5 mg/kg; Rompun 2%; Bayer) and ketamine (15mg/kg; Narketan
10; Ve´toquinol). The femoral vein and artery and the trachea were can-
nulatedwhile the cat wasmaintained under general anesthesia with2%
halothane (Arovet) in oxygen/nitrous oxide (50%/50%) andwith regular
intravenous injections of alphaxalone/alfadolone (Saffan, Schering-
Plough Animal Health). Throughout the experiment, alphaxalone/alf-
adolone (5–14 and 2–5mg/kg/h, respectively; Saffan, Schering-Plough
Animal Health) was continuously delivered intravenously to maintain
general anesthesia. The cat was artificially ventilated with oxygen/nitrous
oxide (30%/70%) and the ventilation volume was adjusted so that end-
tidal CO2 remained at a level of4.5%. After opening the skull, the cat
was given an intravenous injection of the muscle relaxant gallamine tri-
ethiodide (40 mg; Sigma-Aldrich) and thereafter gallamine triethiodide
(7.3 mg/kg/h; Sigma-Aldrich) mixed with ()-tubocurarine chloride
hydrate (0.7 mg/kg/h; Sigma-Aldrich) was delivered intravenously to
prevent eye movements. Lidocain gel (4%; G. Streuli) was applied to all
pressure points (ear bars and rectal thermometer). Topical antibiotics
(Voltamicin; OmniVision) and atropine (1%; Ursapharm) to prevent
accommodation were applied to the eyes before they were covered with
gas-permeable, neutral power contact lenses. The nictitatingmembranes
were retracted with phenylephrine (5%; Bausch & Lomb). During the
course of the experiment, electroencephalogram (EEG, maintained in
spindling state) and electrocardiogram readings and blood pressure
(measured via cannula in femoral artery) were monitored continuously.
If needed, additional intravenous Saffan injections or halothane (0–2%;
Arovet) could be given. A thermistor-controlled heating blanket, on
which the cat was lying, kept the cat’s rectal temperature at 37°C.
The location of the blind spot of each eye was marked on the screen
used for mapping the RFs. This allowed the position of the area centralis
to be estimated for each eye. Appropriate spectacle lenses were used to
focus the eyes onto the screen positioned 114 cm in front of the eyes. A
small craniotomy was performed over area 17 (Horsley-Clark coordi-
nates anteroposterior 3 to 6 and mediolateral 0 to 3). A recording
chamber was mounted over the craniotomy and a tiny durotomy was
made at the recording site. After the electrode was lowered to the surface
of the brain, the chamber was filled with agar (Sigma-Aldrich) for stabi-
lization.
Electrophysiology and extracellular labeling
To record the neural signals, a glass micropipette with tip diameter of
2–4 m (for 4 recordings, the tip was beveled) filled with 1 mol/l potas-
sium acetate (in a few cases with 0.05 mol/l Tris and 0.2 mol/l KCl with
2% horseradish peroxidase) and with a chlorided silver wire electrode
was used. The pipettes had an average resistance of 25M (range, 6–90).
The reference electrode (chlorided silver wire) for the recordings was
attached to the scalp a few centimeters from the recording chamber. A
second, low-impedance glass pipette was used to record the local field
potential (data not used in this study). It was glued to the high-
impedance pipette at an average tip-to-tip distance of 34 m (range,
16–60) and the second pipette was used to mark the recording site. For
this purpose, the second pipette was filled with a solution of 2% Pon-
tamine Sky Blue (6B; Sigma-Aldrich) in 0.5 mol/l NaCl, 0.5 mol/l potas-
sium acetate, and 0.01 mol/l phosphate buffer. After successful
recordings, this solution was injected iontophoretically into the extracel-
lular space with current pulses of 3 s on/3 s off, amplitude of 4–5A, and
duration of 2–5min. The injection left a blue spot in the tissue so that the
cortical layer of the recording could be determined. The electrical signals
from the high-impedance pipette were recorded with an Axoprobe-1A
system (Axon Instruments), further amplified, and filtered in a band of
100–8000 Hz (NeuroLog and Kemo), and then digitized at 20 kHz with
a 12-bit resolution (CED 1401 and Spike2 software; CED).
Perfusion and histology
At the end of an experiment, the cat was given an overdose of intravenous
anesthetic sufficient to flatten the EEG. The cat was then perfused tran-
scardially with normal 0.9% NaCl solution followed by a solution of 4%
paraformaldehyde, 0.3% gluteraldehyde, and 15% saturated solution of
picric acid in 0.1 mol/l phosphate buffer. After fixation, the brain was
stereotaxically cut and the block containing the recording sites was re-
moved from the skull. Each block of brain tissue was Vibratome sec-
tioned at 80 m in the coronal plane. After the slices were flat mounted
onto glass slides, cell bodies were made visible with a Nissl or neutral red
stain so that cortical layers could be distinguished.
Visual stimuli
Before each recording, the RFs of one or more cells were plotted by hand
and the location, size, ocular dominance, orientation and direction pref-
erence, andRF type (simple or complex)were determined. The centers of
the RFs had an average distance of approximately 4° from the estimated
area centralis (always10°) and an average size of 1.25° (along preferred
orientation)  1.2° (orthogonal to preferred orientation). Computer-
generated stimuli were presented on a Sony CPD-G500 monitor under
control of a ViSaGe graphics card (Cambridge Research Systems). The
monitor placed at 114 cm in front of the cat’s eyes had an image area of
19.1° 14.4° at a resolution of 800 600 pixels. The frame rate was 100
Hz. All stimuli were centered approximately on the center of the manu-
ally measured RF, extended well beyond the classical RFs of the recorded
neurons, and were presented monocularly to the dominant eye (except
for two cases in which only binocular stimulation was effective).
Sinusoidal drifting gratings were presented in a square aperture with
edge lengths of 4–6° on a mean gray background. Gratings were first
varied in orientation and direction (in most cases), then in spatial fre-
quency, and then in temporal frequency using appropriate step sizes and
ranges depending on the selectivity of the neurons. Orientation was var-
ied in steps of 3.75–22.5° (median, 18°), spatial frequency in steps of
0.08–0.25 cycles per degree (median, 0.2), and temporal frequency in
steps of 0.1–0.4 cycles/s (median, 0.25). After the tuning to a given pa-
rameter was established, the parameter was fixed to a value close to the
preferences of all simultaneously recorded neurons. In a few cases, the
parameter was fixed to each neuron’s optimum separately to measure
the tuning to the other stimulus parameters. To find the optima for a
given neuron, tuning curves were estimated online using online spike
sorting (Spike2, Cambridge Electronic Design). Gratings had low con-
trasts of 10–50% to prevent response saturation. Theywere shown for 5 s
(in 3 recordings for 3 s) and were interleaved for 2 s (in 1 case for 10 s)
withablankmeangray screen.Gratingswerepresented inrandomorderand
inmost cases eachonewas repeated10 times (at least five times) exceptwhen
the recording had to be stopped prematurely due to loss of cells.
The naturalmovie scenes are digitized broadcasts fromDutch, British,
and German television taken fromHans van Hateren’s image andmovie
database (van Hateren and Ruderman, 1998). The movie images have a
resolution of 128 128 pixels. To get an image size of 6.17° 6.17°, each
frame was magnified to 256 256 pixels by quadruplicating each pixel.
Gray scale values of each movie were discretized to 255 values and were
scaled so that the brightest and darkest pixels reachedmaximal andmin-
imal luminance, respectively. The movies were placed on a mean gray
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background and presented at 50Hz (the original frame rate of themovies
in the database) or at 25Hz (after averaging pairs of consecutive frames).
Eachmovie clip lasted for 10 s, contained no video cuts, andwas repeated
30 times (in four pair recordings, movies were repeated only 10–20
times). The clips were interleaved by 3.7–4.5 s of a blank mean gray
screen. For neurons that were lost before the presentation was com-
pleted, only data for movies (or parts thereof) that were presented for at
least five trials were considered in further analyses.
The third stimulus type was binary dense noise consisting of elongated
bars at an orientation intermediate between the preferred orientations of
the neurons. The bars occurred in a grid with 1–4 rows and 5–15 col-
umns. The grid had a width of 2.6–6° and a height of 2.4–5.3° and
appeared on a mean gray background. Each image was presented for 20
ms (i.e., for two video frames). The sequence of images was produced by
changing the luminance value of each bar between white and black ac-
cording to a pseudorandom binary m-sequence of order 12 (Pinter and
Nabet, 1992). The same sequence was used for each bar, but was tempo-
rally shifted so that luminance values of all bars were uncorrelated with
each other (shifts were determined as ratio between the total length of the
m-sequence in frames and the total number of bars resulting in 91–455
frames). The same image sequence was repeated 10 times without breaks
between repetitions. In total, the complete presentation of the noise stim-
ulus lasted for13 min and 39 s.
Data analysis
Spike sorting. Continuous voltage traces were recorded and action poten-
tials were detected and sorted using the offline sorting algorithmWave-
Clus (Quiroga et al., 2004), which is a publicly available MATLAB
(MathWorks) toolbox. Before spike detection, the raw voltage traces
were band-pass filtered between 200 and 3000Hz with an elliptic filter in
forward and reverse directions to prevent phase distortions. The spikes
clustered by WaveClus were visually checked for possible false assign-
ments. Spikes that were not assigned to any cluster or that weremanually
discardedwere screened for possibly overlapping spikes originating from
two neurons. Overlapping wave forms were decomposed by matching
themwith templates of the previously found spike clusters (Atiya, 1992).
Matches were manually inspected and corrected if necessary. This pro-
cedure recovered spike occurrences that would go undetectedwith spike-
sorting algorithms only based on the similarity between waveforms.
Examples of sorted spikes and resolved overlapping spikes are shown in
Figure 1.
Tuning curves and phase analysis. One approach to quantifying re-
sponse differences between neighboring neurons is based on a compari-
son of their tuning curves. The curves are described by various functions
fitted to the median responses of a neuron to sinusoidal drifting gratings
that varied in one parameter while all other parameters were fixed. The
magnitude of a neuron’s response during one trial was determined de-
pending on the RF type (Cavanaugh et al., 2002). For “simple” RFs (cri-
teria described below), spikes were aligned to the onset of each grating
cycle, a Fourier transformation was applied, and the response, termed
“F1”, was defined as half of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the first har-
monic. For “complex” RFs, the response in one trial, termed “DC,” was
determined as themean spike rate during grating presentationminus the
baseline firing rate (i.e., the mean spike rate during presentation of the
blank screen immediately before and after the trial; the first 250 ms of
these responses were not considered to discard any off-responses). The
RF was classified as “simple” if the spatial frequency curve based on F1
responses had a larger maximum than the curve based on DC responses,
otherwise the RF was classified as “complex” (Cavanaugh et al., 2002). If
no responses to varying spatial frequency were recorded, the RF type was
inferred from the neuron’s orientation tuning curve in the sameway. The
ratio between themaxima estimated fromF1 andDC responses is termed
“relative modulation” and will be used for comparison of tuning prop-
erties between neighboring neurons.
For each of the stimulus parameters, orientation/direction, spatial fre-
quency, and temporal frequency, several functions were fit to themedian
responses of a neuron by minimizing the reduced  2 error between the
observed and the estimated responses. The methods of Cavanaugh et al.







where n is the number of different values of the stimulus parameter, ei is
the estimated response to the i th value, oi is the observedmedian response
across all repetitions (at least 3 per stimulus), i
2 is the squared mean
absolute deviation from the mean, and df are the degrees of freedom of
the function used to fit the responses. To avoid very large values of  2,i
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mean across i.  is analogous to the variance-to-mean ratio.
For each tuning property, the responses were fitted to at least one
function that was chosen for each stimulus parameter separately ac-
cording to the expected shape of the tuning curve. To control for the
situation in which responses were not tuned, the responses were also
fit to a horizontal line at variable height. If the fit to the horizontal line
resulted in the smaller reduced  2 error, responses were not consid-
ered in the comparison between tuning properties. In all other cases,
the best-fitting function was used to extract the relevant tuning prop-
erties, which are the neuron’s preferred feature value, tuning width,
and the direction index for direction tuning. Responses to gratings
varying in orientation and direction of movement were fit to a wrapped
Gaussian, G	  An
 exp{(    180n)2/22	}, with
two peaks separated by 180° (Swindale, 1998) if gratings of opposite
directions of movements were shown (Fig. 3A shows examples of three
neurons) or to a simple Gaussian if only gratings of directions within
180° were presented. The cell’s preferred orientation was defined as the
value of the Gaussian’s peak modulo 180°, whereas preferred direction
was defined as the value of the highest peak only if gratings of opposite
directions were presented. The width of orientation tuning was determined
from the width of the larger Gaussian at half-height (i.e., halfway between
zero and the curve’s maximum). The direction selectivity of the cell was
estimated by the direction index defined as DI Rp  Ro	/Rp  Ro	
(as in Reid et al., 1987), where Rp is the response to the preferred
direction, Ro the response to the opposite direction. For varying spa-
tial frequencies, responses were fit to a double half-Gaussian and to a
logarithmic double half-Gaussian (Baker et al., 1998; Fig. 3B shows
examples of three neurons). Responses to gratings varying in tempo-
ral frequency were fit to a Gaussian and to a logarithmic Gaussian
(Nover et al., 2005; Fig. 3C shows examples). Preferred spatial and
temporal frequencies were taken as the values at the Gaussian’s peak,
whereas the tuning width for both parameters was defined as the
width at half-height in terms of octaves. For all stimulus features, the
tuning width of a neuron was only considered if the lower and upper
value at half-width was inside or very close to the range of sampled
values. Therefore, eight neurons were excluded from measurements
of orientation tuning width and eight neurons frommeasurements of
spatial frequency tuning width (seven of these neurons were low-
pass-filtering cells). Unfortunately, in the case of temporal frequency,
values high enough to capture the complete tuning range of the cells
could not be sampled. To prevent false estimates, the neuron’s pre-
ferred temporal frequency was only considered if it was estimated to
be smaller than at least the three largest sampled values. The largest
preferences of temporal frequency included were approximately 2.5
cycles/s (see “Tuning Differences” for how this affected the results on
differences between neighboring neurons). For the same reason, tem-
poral frequency tuning width was excluded from the comparison
between neighboring neurons.
To fit the functions to the cell’s responses, an unconstrained nonlinear
optimization procedure (function fminunc,MATLAB;MathWorks) was
used in case of the straight horizontal line or a constrained nonlinear
optimization procedure for the various other functions (function fmin-
con, MATLAB;MathWorks). Constraints for the latter fitting procedure
were introduced to prevent unreasonable fits and included restrictions
on the position of the peak of the Gaussian and restrictions on its width.
The goodness-of-fit of the curves was assessed as follows:
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where o is the mean across all oi values used for the tuning curve. If
adjustedR 2 of the best fit was smaller than 0.3, the fitted functionwas not
considered for comparison of tuning properties.
The preferred phase of a neuron was determined from its response to
the grating with its spatial frequency closest to the cell’s preferred spatial
frequency (Fig. 3D shows responses of three neurons) or to the grating
with its direction closest to the cell’s optimal direction if tuning to spatial
frequency was not measured. If the cell was not sharply tuned to spatial
frequency (or orientation), responses to all gratings varying in spatial fre-
quency (or orientation) were considered. The preferred phase in each
trial was determined by first aligning the neuron’s spikes to the start of
each drift cycle of the grating stimulus. Second, the preferred phase was
defined at the maximum of the first harmonic of the aligned spikes. The
neuron was considered to have a preferred phase if the distribution of
preferred phases in all considered trials was significantly different
from a uniform distribution (p  0.05, Rayleigh test). The test was
performed using the MATLAB toolbox CircStat (Berens, 2009). This
may include neurons classified as complex cells according to their
relative modulation.
To quantify tuning differences between neighboring neurons, the ab-
solute differences between their tuning properties, or the ratio in case of
preferred spatial and temporal frequency (larger value divided by smaller
one), were measured. These difference measures were then compared
with the absolute differences or ratios that would be expected between
two randomly picked neurons in area 17. To estimate expected differ-
Figure 1. Example of three simultaneously recorded neurons (cat0810 P1C2). A, This example of a bandpass-filtered recorded voltage trace contains spike shapes of three different neurons.
All detected and identified spikes are marked by triangles of a different color for each neuron. B, Three examples of almost simultaneously occurring, overlapping spikes originating from neurons
recorded inA. Spikes aremarkedwith the same color code as inA andwere distinguished using a semi-automated algorithmmatching spike templates to the given voltage trace (seeMaterials and
Methods). C, Raster plots depicting the spike times of the same three neurons as inA andB during 5 s of a drifting sinusoidal grating, a naturalmovie scene, and a noise stimulus, respectively (small
images at the left are example frames from each stimulus class, not the particular stimuli shown to these neurons). The grating and themovie were presented 30 times, the visual noise stimulus 10
times. Colors refer to same neurons as in A and B.
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ences between random neurons, a permutation test previously intro-
duced byDeAngelis et al. (1999)was used. Neurons that were recorded at
different sites were picked randomly and their absolute difference in the
respective stimulus parameter was measured. The number of random
pairs selected matched the number of original pairs. In this way, 1000
random distributions were generated for each stimulus feature and the
medians of these distributions (termed random medians) were used for
comparison with the median of the original data. Differences between
neighboring neurons were counted as significantly smaller than expected
if the median of the original differences was smaller than at least 95% of
the randommedians. The degree of clustering of a tuning parameter was
assessed with a measure called the “clustering index,” which was also
devised in the analyses of DeAngelis et al. (1999). It is the ratio between
themedian difference among neighboring neurons and themedian of all
randommedians (see above) for one tuning parameter. If the clustering
index is 1, neighboring neurons are as similar in the parameter as random
neurons are; themore it exceeds 1, the stronger is the clustering in cortex.
Reconstruction of RFs from responses to visual noise. A further tuning
parametermeasuredwas the position of the RF, whichwas reconstructed
from the neurons’ responses to the visual noise stimuli (recorded in 12
pairs and one triplet). First, the spike-triggered average (STA) was deter-
mined and then the eigenvector of the spike-triggered covariance matrix
with the largest eigenvalue, as well as their significance, was measured
following the procedure outlined by Schwartz et al. (2006). For both
quantities, the last 10 frames (equivalent to 200ms) that occurred before
each spike were considered. Although this time range does not always
cover the complete spatiotemporal RF of a neuron, it always includes its
maximum, which is most important for the estimation of RF center and
spatial extension. In short, for calculating the STA and the first eigenvec-
tor, themeanwas first subtracted from the stimulus ensemble, whichwas
then whitened. The STA consists of the stimulus frames occurring di-
rectly before the spikes averaged across all spike occurrences. The first
eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the spike-triggered stimulus en-
semble was determined after the STA was projected out of the stimulus
ensemble. To test the significance of both measures, a distribution of
random STAs and eigenvectors was generated by bootstrapping, which
involved shifting the spikes by a random amount relative to the stimulus
sequence. STA and eigenvector were considered significant if they ex-
ceeded 97.5% of the random distribution. Estimation of the center of the
RFwas based on a two-dimensional (one time and one space dimension)
variant of each significant filter (STA or first eigenvector). For this, only
one row of bars (orthogonal to their orientation) of each filter was con-
sidered (the central row or the one with the largest amplitude). Each
frame of these spatiotemporal filters was convolved with a Gaussian
(with an SD of 0.65 pixels and a radius of 2.5 pixels). The filter was then
fit to an RF model constructed as the weighted sum of two space-time
separable components as described byDeAngelis et al. (1999). Each com-
ponent was modeled as the product of a spatial waveform, G(X), and a
temporal waveform, H(T), as follows:
RX,T	  KG1X	H1T	  	G2X	H2T	
where K is an overall scaling factor, and 	 is a weight on the second
separable subunit. G(X) is a Gabor function:
G1;2X	  exp2X  X0	w 
2cos2
 f X  X0	  P1;2	
whereX0,w, f, and P1;2 are free parameters:X0 andw represent the center
and width of the Gaussian RF envelope, f and P1;2 correspond to the
spatial frequency and phases of the sinusoids. G2(X) differs from G1(X)
only by a shift in its phase by 90° (P2 P1 90°). H1;2(T) has the same
form asG1;2(X), but describes the temporal dimension and is temporally
skewed by replacing Xwith Ts 2 arctan( T )/
. X0 now represents the
peak latency response,w the response duration, f the temporal frequency,
andP1;2 the temporal phases. Again,H2(T) is phase shifted by 90° relative
to H1(T). See DeAngelis et al. (1999) for a more detailed description of
themodel and for depictions of fits to real data. The fits were evaluated by







2 , where RFX,T is the
STAor the first eigenvector. Only fits resulting in errors smaller than 0.45
were considered. The center of the RF was then defined by the spatial
parameter X0 of the fit that resulted in the smaller error.
Correlation measures. The second approach for comparing stimulus-
dependent responses of neighboring neurons was tomeasure their signal
correlations at various time scales. Signal correlations that were mea-
sured on complete trials of grating stimuli are termed “trial correlations.”
They are defined as Pearson’s correlation between average firing rates of
two neurons in response to all presented grating stimuli as follows:
rho 
i1n Xi  X 	Yi  Y 	
i1n Xi  X 	2 i1n Yi  Y 	2 (2)
where Xi is the mean firing rate of one neuron for the complete duration
of grating stimulus i averaged across all repetitions, X is the mean across
all Xi, Yi and Y are the analogous data of the second neuron, and n is the
total number of stimuli. The set of firing rates was normalized for each
stimulus parameter (e.g., orientation) separately before combining
across all parameters (Fig. 6A). Specifically, a z-transformation was ap-
plied (i.e., by subtracting themean and dividing by 1 SD) to all responses
given to stimuli varying in orientation before combining them with the
z-transformed responses to stimuli varying in spatial frequency and tem-
poral frequency, respectively. Only then was the trial correlation calcu-
lated. This was necessary to compensate for differences in responsiveness
due to different sets of fixed parameters, which could have led to spurious
correlations (fixing orientation to the preferred one might lead to gener-
ally higher firing rates than fixing another parameter while orientation is
varied). Because a good estimate of signal correlations depends on an
accurate estimate of the neurons’ firing rates, only reliable responseswere
taken into account. To test for reliability, responses Xi
j,Xi
k	were paired to
the same stimulus i but from different trials j and k, and paired responses
from all stimuli that were varied in one parameter were pooled together.
If the two vectors Xi
j and Xi
k (for all i 1, . . ., n and all j 1, . . ., T 1,
k  2, . . ., T, j  k, where T is the number of trials) were significantly
correlated (p  0.05, permutation test, see below for description), the
neuron’s responses to this stimulus parameterwere said to be reliable and
were considered for trial correlation. Furthermore, the trial correlation
of a pair was only taken into account if responses to at least 10 stimuli
weremeasured and reliable for both neurons. Each stimuluswas repeated
at least five times.
Signal correlations at shorter time scales of 10–200ms are defined in a
similar way as above:
rho 
i1n b1L Xi,b  X 	Yi,b  Y 	
i1n b1L Xi,b  X 	2 i1n b1L Yi,b  Y 	2
(2)
where Xi,b and Yi,b represent firing rates in bin b averaged across all
repetitions of stimulus i,X andY are the averages across all stimuli and all
bins, and L is the number of bins. For each stimulus class, responses to
all stimuli of that class were considered in calculating a pair’s signal correla-
tion. As was done for trial correlations, binned responses to gratings
varying in one stimulus parameter were z-transformed separately be-
fore signal correlation was determined. All responses to stimuli that
did not elicit reliable responses were discarded. Again, vectorsXi,b
j and
Xi,b
k were constructed for all b  1, . . ., L, and for all trials j  1, . . .,
T  1, k  2, . . . , T, j  k. The responses to the stimulus were
considered reliable if the vectors were significantly correlated with
each other. Signal correlations were considered only if responses to at
least 10 bins were measured and if stimuli were repeated at least five
times.
Noise correlations compare the neurons’ response deviations from
their mean response and are commonly attributed to shared input be-
tween the neurons. Noise correlations were determined in a similar way
as shown in formulas (1) and (2) above. In formula (1), Xi was replaced
by Xi
j  Xi	/i, where Xi
j is the mean firing rate for the complete dura-
tion of grating stimulus i in trial j, and i is the SD across all trials.
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Similarly, in formula (2), Xi,b was replaced by Xi,b
j  Xi,b	/i,b, where
Xi,b is the firing rate in bin b of stimulus i averaged across all trials, andi,b
is the SD of responses in bin b of stimulus i. In both formulas, the
analogous replacements are done for responses of the second neuron,
and a sum across trials is added in the nominator and denominator.
Similar to signal correlations, noise correlations were measured at com-
plete trials of grating stimuli and at bins of 10–200 ms for all stimulus
classes and only reliable responses were considered (see above). All stim-
uli that belong to one class and that were repeated at least five times were
used to calculate each pair’s noise correlation.
Significance test for correlation measures. A permutation test was per-
formed to determine the significance of the strength of a correlation
between vectorsX andY. The entries inYwere randomly permuted to get
Y and then the correlation between X and Y was measured. This was
repeated 1000 times. The p value is the fraction of random correlation
strengths (between X and Y), the absolute value of which are larger than
the absolute value of the correlation between X and Y.
Estimate of signal correlations between identical but noisy neurons. The
maximal possible signal correlation between two identical but noisy neu-
rons was estimated by what we call the “identical cell signal correlation.”
Instead of comparing the signals of two different neurons, the trials of a
single neuron were divided into odd and even trials, the signal for each
group of trials was determined by averaging across them, and signal
correlations were calculated as described above. Again, only stimuli that
elicited reliable responses were considered and at least 10 trialsmust have
been recorded. A comparison between identical cell signal correlations
and pairwise signal correlations is shown in Figure 6E.
Tests using bootstrapped signal and noise correlations. The confidence
intervals of signal and noise correlations were determined by bootstrap-
ping. For each pair of neurons, responseswere sampledwith replacement
from as many trials as were recorded and then signal and noise correla-
tions were determined as described above. This procedure was repeated
500 times. The bootstrapped distribution of a pair’s signal correlations
was used to determine whether they differ across bin sizes (Kruskal–
Wallis test with p 0.05) and whether they monotonically increase (or
decrease) by checking that the signal correlation for bin size i 1 is not
significantly smaller (or significantly larger) than that for bin size i (using
the comparison intervals resulting from Tukey’s honestly significant dif-
ference criterion for multiple comparisons with a significance level of
5%). The confidence intervals of noise correlations determined from the
bootstrapped distributions are shown in Figure 10D to demonstrate the
robustness of their estimates. Furthermore, the bootstrapped distribu-
tions were used to get confidence intervals for the strength of correlation
between noise correlations of different stimulus classes (Fig. 11), as well
as between signal and noise correlations (Fig. 12B).
Control test for influence of time scale on signal correlations.When signal
correlations were compared across bin sizes, differences could arise due
to noisier estimates of firing rates on smaller bins compared with larger
ones. To estimate the strength of this effect, data were simulated based on
a fixed firing rate to which random noise was added in each trial. To
measure the effect of different noise levels, data were simulated so that
signal correlations on different bin sizes would be equal if no noise was
added. Therefore, the mean firing rate that was measured on bins of 200
mswas used as the baseline rate. To simulate a neuron’s response for a bin
size of 10 ms, the baseline rate was binned into 10 ms intervals and
normally distributed noise was added to each bin. The magnitude of the
noise depended on the variance of firing ratemeasured on the 10ms bins.
Because this variance increases linearlywith firing rate, the two quantities
were first related by a linear regression. Then the SD of the normally
distributed noise could be determined by looking up the variance ob-
served for the bin’s firing rate. In this way, as many trials were simulated
as were measured, and signal correlation was calculated between the
simulated responses of two neurons as described above. Signal correla-
tions for other bin sizes were simulated accordingly. These simulations
show how much signal correlations are expected to change with bin size
due to noise characteristics only.
Results
The analyses are based on recordings of 122 neurons in area 17 of
15 adult cats. Pairs of neurons (n 46) and triplets (n 3) were
recorded with a single high-impedance pipette. An additional 21
single neurons were included in control statistics (for compari-
son of tuning differences between neighboring neurons with
those between randomly chosen neurons, see following section).
Figure 1 shows an example voltage trace containing spikes of
three simultaneously recorded neurons (Fig. 1A), together with
examples of overlapping spikes that could be distinguished in the
spike-sorting procedure (Fig. 1B). Figure 1C shows raster plots
for the simultaneous responses of the three neurons to multiple
trials of a drifting sinusoidal grating featuring the neurons’ opti-
mal orientation and direction, a monochrome natural movie
scene, and binary dense noise stimuli consisting of high-contrast
black-and-white bars presented at the optimal orientation. For 16
pairs of simultaneously recorded neurons, responses to all three
stimulus classes could be recorded, whereas the remaining pairs
were lost before the end of the stimulus protocol or were unre-
sponsive to some of the stimuli.
An overview of the response measures we used to compare
neighboring neurons is given in Figure 2. We started our investi-
gation by comparing the tuning curves of neighboring neurons
based on their responses to drifting sinusoidal gratings (Fig. 2,
top). Next, we compared their “signals,” which are their firing
rates averaged across several repetitions of the same stimulus.
Specifically, wemeasured the correlation between their signals in
response to any of the three stimulus classes (Fig. 2, bottom). In
contrast to tuning curves, signal correlations also compare re-
sponses at a finer time scale of tens to hundreds of milliseconds
next to those measured on a coarse scale of several seconds (trial
correlations), which allowed us to examine how different time
scales affect the similarity of the neurons’ signals. We then asked
how well tuning differences in pairs of neighboring neurons re-
late to their signal correlations and what influence the stimulus
class has on the strength of their signal correlations. As ameasure
of the degree of common input to the neurons, we analyzed the
trial-to-trial fluctuations, termed “noise,” in their responses to
the same stimulus (Fig. 2, bottom). We quantified the strengths
of these noise correlations, compared them between stimulus
classes, and examined their relationship to the neurons’ signal
correlations. To validate our results, we controlled for the influ-
ence of firing rates on the magnitudes of and relations between
the various correlations we investigated. Last, we compared all of
our measures of response differences across cortical layers.
Responses of neighboring neurons differ substantially
Tuning differences
The first step in our comparison of neighboring neurons was to
estimate the similarities of their RFs in response to drifting sine
wave gratings. For each pair or triplet, we determined their pref-
erences for orientation, direction, spatial and temporal fre-
quency, their tuningwidths for orientation and spatial frequency,
their direction index (indicating how much more the neuron
prefers motion into one direction over the opposite), and their
preferred phase. Figure 3A–C shows examples of tuning curves of
the three simultaneously recorded neurons; their raw data are
shown in Figure 1. The responses were fit with Gaussian func-
tions or variations thereof. Figure 3A shows that the orientation
preferences of one neuron differed from the other two, but that
all had the same direction preference. Direction indices ranged
from0.23 for the neuron indicated in orange, which had similarly
strong responses to both directions, to 0.85 for the neuron indi-
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cated in purple. All three neurons had similar spatial frequency
tuning (Fig. 3B), but one cell differed markedly from the other
two in its temporal frequency tuning (Fig. 3C). As can be seen in
Figure 3C, we sampled temporal frequencies very finely, but, un-
fortunately, missed values high enough to get the full tuning
range of the neuron with the purple curve. In such cases (see
Materials and Methods), we did not consider the neuron’s pref-
erence for temporal frequency. Therefore, our analyses on tem-
poral frequency preferences are limited to lower values up to 2.5
cycles/s.
To determine the preferred phase of a neuron, its spikes were
aligned to the start of each drift cycle of the grating stimulus. The
preferred phase was then defined at the maximum of the first
harmonic of the aligned spikes. The example neurons in Figure
3D had very different phase preferences. Note that this definition
of preferred phase incorporates spatial and temporal aspects of
the neuron’s phase preference. In contrast to stationary contrast-
reversal gratings, drifting gratings do not allow for a distinction
between these two aspects. The greater part of phase differences
we measured on the basis of our definition, however, can most
likely be ascribed to differences in spatial aspects. DeAngelis et al.
(1999) found that the preferred temporal phases in simple cells
were confined to a narrow range, whereas preferred spatial phases
were distributed uniformly over the range of possible values and
contributed most to differences between spatiotemporal RFs of
neighboring simple cells. Furthermore, ourmeasure of phase dif-
ference does not take into account the distance between RFs. It
cannot, for example, distinguish between two overlapping and
structurally equal RFs that just differ in the polarity of their sub-
fields (i.e., the off-region of one neuron overlaps with the on-
region of the other neuron and vice versa) and two equal RFs
shifted in space by the width of one subfield. However, phase
differences, as we define them, do reflect absolute positional dif-
ferences between the RFs’ subfields that have the same polarity
(on or off).
To compare the tuning across all neuron pairs and triplets, we
measured the absolute differences between the tuning properties
of neighboring neurons and compared these with the absolute
differences that would be expected if RF properties were not clus-
tered in cortex (Fig. 4). Expected differences were estimated by
pairing randomly selected neurons from different recording sites
(seeMaterials andMethods). Figure 4A shows that the difference
between the preferred orientations of two neighboring neurons
(black bars) was often much smaller than that between two ran-
domly selected neurons (red line). Similarly, preferred direction
ofmovement (Fig. 4B) and tuningwidth for orientation (Fig. 4D)
were significantly more similar in adjacent neurons than in two
randomly chosen cells (p 0.05, permutation test, see Materials
andMethods). To quantify the degree of clustering for each tun-
ing property, we devised a measure previously introduced by
DeAngelis et al. (1999) termed the “clustering index”’ (see Mate-
rials andMethods). It is the ratio between the expected difference
(the difference seen between randomly chosen neurons) and
the observed difference between adjacent neurons (Fig. 4J). If the
clustering index is larger than 1, neighboring neurons are more
similar to each other than two randomly picked neurons. Again,
preferred direction and preferred orientation were very strongly
clusteredwithin cortex. Although preferred temporal frequencies
had a high clustering index, the neighboring neurons were not
significantly more similar than expected. This is probably due to
the small number of pairs. Furthermore, the differences in the
chance distribution of preferred temporal frequencies were most
probably underestimated, because we only sampled low values of
temporal frequencies and missed neurons with higher prefer-
ences. Conversely, our estimate of differences between neighbor-
ing neurons is probably a fairly good description for the whole
population of pairs, because data from DeAngelis et al. (1999)
showed that differences in preferred temporal frequency between
neighboring simple cells are fairly constant and independent of
the absolute preferred values (Fig. 11F in DeAngelis et al., 1999).
We therefore expect that temporal frequency shows clustering
in cortex when the complete range of preferences is consid-
ered. Other tuning properties, particularly direction index,
tuning width for spatial frequency, and preferred phase (Fig.
4E,F,H, respectively), were randomly distributed among
neighboring neurons. For these tuning properties, clustering
indices were close to 1 and differences between neighboring
neurons were not significantly smaller than differences be-
tween randomly selected neurons. These data suggest that
some tuning properties do not cluster on a fine spatial scale
within primary visual cortex.
Figure 2. Overview of analyses. Top: Grating stimulus and tuning curves upon which the
analysis of tuning differences are based. Bottom: Data used for signal and noise correlations:
responses to all stimuli of one classwereused; spike times (depicted in raster plots)werebinned
and averaged across trials to determine the signals of the neurons; deviations from this signal in
each trial constitute the noise of each neuron.
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Having measured differences in single
tuning parameters, we then investigated
how differences across parameters are
combined and whether some pairs of
neighboring neurons have very similar
tuning properties on the whole. To do
this, we rescaled differences in each tuning
property so that they were directly com-
parable to each other. For each tuning
property, the differences between two
cells were expressed in percentiles of the
expected differences between two ran-
domly selected neurons (Fig. 5A,B).
Therefore, if the difference between two
neighboring neurons falls into then th per-
centile, then the cells are as similar as the
n%of the most similar random pairs. The
tuning differences of each recorded neu-
ron pair are represented in Figure 5C. Dif-
ferences for each tuning property are
depicted in a different color, whereas a
pair’s mean difference across all proper-
ties is shown as a circle. The neuron pairs
were ranked from the most similar to the
most dissimilar pair. Only for four of 49
pairs were all measured tuning differences
smaller than the 50 th percentile of the
chance distribution. Most pairs had some
tuning properties in common, but the
great majority showed large differences in
at least one tuning property.
Signal correlations in response to artificial
and natural stimuli
The “signal” of a neuron is its purely
stimulus-related response and is estimated
by averaging the neuron’s responses across
trials assuming that deviations from that signal, commonly re-
ferred to as “noise,” are independent across trials. The signal
correlation of two neurons is thus a measure of the similarity
between their stimulus-related responses. We calculated signal
correlations here as Pearson’s correlation (covariance divided by
product of SDs) between each neuron’s average firing rates in
response to all presented stimuli of one class (gratings, movies, or
visual noise; see Materials and Methods). We measured firing
rates on various bin sizes to assess the influence of different time
scales on the strength of signal correlations. Because the calcula-
tion of signal correlation depends on a good estimate of the av-
erage firing rates of each neuron, we only considered responses to
stimuli if both neurons fired in a fairly reliable manner across
trials (see Materials and Methods). First, we considered signal
correlations in response to gratings. In Figure 6A, firing rates of
two adjacent cells were assessed over the complete duration of a
grating stimulus lasting for 5 s. Each dot represents the mean
responses of both neurons and is colored according to which
stimulus parameter (orientation, spatial frequency, or temporal
frequency) was varied. To avoid spurious signal correlations, fir-
ing rates in response to variations of a single stimulus parameter
were z-transformed (mean subtracted and divided by SD) before
the signal correlation on all transformed responses was deter-
mined (seeMaterials andMethods).Wewill fromhere on refer to
this measure as “trial correlation,” because firing rates were esti-
mated from complete trials as supposed to smaller time bins,
which we will investigate in the following paragraphs. The exam-
ple shown in Figure 6A shows a pairwith a fairly high positive trial
correlation of 0.53 (p 0.001). The population results (Fig. 6B)
show that 48% of the pairs of neighbors (12 of 25 pairs) had
positive trial correlations larger than 0.5. The median trial corre-
lation across all pairs was 0.48, indicating a high heterogeneity in
response properties between neighboring neurons.
The differences between neighboring neurons grew even
larger when their responses were compared on finer temporal
scales. Signal correlations determined from firing rates on small
bins ranging from 10 to 200 ms were used to quantify such dif-
ferences. An example for two neurons is shown in Figure 6C,
which plots the average responses in bins of 50 ms to repetitions
of a 10 s movie sequence. To assess the signal correlation of the
cells, their binned firing rates in response to all movies (in this
case, two movies) were correlated with each other (Fig. 6D). In
this pair, the signal correlation formovies had a very high value of
0.81 (p  0.001). Across all neuron pairs, however, the median
signal correlation was always close to zero and the absolute
strength of signal correlation for 50% of the pairs (interquartile
range) stayed well below 0.5, no matter which stimulus class was
presented (Fig. 6E). Signal correlations in the same range were
seen for neighboring neurons in cat area 17 in response tomovies
(Yen et al., 2007), but were higher in V1 of anesthetized or awake
monkeys in response to visual noise stimuli (Gawne et al., 1996;
Reich et al., 2001).
Figure 3. Tuning curves and phasemodulation of the same three simultaneously recorded neurons in Figure 1 (same colors for
neuron identity).A–C, All tuning curves of the neuronswere based on theirmedian responses across all repetitions of each grating
(dots). In this case, the RFs of all three neurons were classified as simple, so the response refers to the amplitude of the first
harmonic of the spike pattern in response to one cycle of the grating (F1 responses). Error bars show themean absolute deviation
from the mean response divided by the square root of the number of trials (see Materials and Methods). A, Responses of each
neuron were fit to two wrapped Gaussians the peaks of which have a fixed distance of 180°. The angle of the grating refers to its
direction of motion orthogonal to its orientation. B, Tuning curves for spatial frequency were determined by fitting either two
halves of two Gaussians (purple and green curves) or of two logarithmic Gaussians (orange curve) to the neurons’ responses. The
better fit determinedwhich of the two optionswas chosen. C, Responses to different temporal frequencies of the gratingswere fit
with a Gaussian (purple and green curves) or a logarithmic Gaussian (orange curve). D, Instantaneous firing rate of each neuron
during the course of one drift cycle of the grating.
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Figure 4. Comparison between tuning differences of neighboring neurons and those of randomly picked neurons. A, Distribution of differences between the preferred orientations of two
neighboring neurons (black bars); left y-axis indicates the number of observed pairs. Black triangle at the top indicates the median difference. Red outline shows distribution of differences in pairs
of two randomly selected neurons that were not simultaneously recorded (red y-axis to the right depicts percentage of these pairs; scales of red and black y-axes are equivalent). This distribution
resulted frompooling all 1000 randomdistributions (seeMaterials andMethods). Red triangle indicates themedian of all randommedians, red horizontal line the confidence interval (5–95%).B–I,
Sameas inAbut for different tuningproperties. In eachpanel, thenumber of pairs thatwere considered is givenbyn. Not all tuning curves couldbemeasured for all pairs andnot all tuningproperties
could bedetermined from theneurons’ responses, sondiffers across the stimulus parameters. J, The clustering index (see Results) for each stimulus parameter is depicted. Two stars indicate a highly
significant difference (p 0.01, permutation test) between the actual and the chance distribution of differences between neurons, one star indicates a significant difference ( p 0.05).
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The strength of signal correlation for two neurons depends on
how well the average firing rates of the neurons can be estimated
and ultimately on how noisy their responses are. We thus
compared the signal correlations measured for pairs of neigh-
boring neurons with signal correlations that are expected
in identical but noisy neurons. These reflect the maximal
strength of signal correlation that can be reached by two neu-
rons given the level of noise. We estimated this by dividing the
trials of a single neuron into two groups as if they originated
from two different neurons (see Materials and Methods).
Given that the neuron was recorded for a sufficient number of
trials, the correlation between the average firing rates of each
of the two trial groups is an estimate of the signal correlation
between identical neurons. The median of these “identical cell
signal correlations” across all single cells is depicted as dia-
monds in Figure 6E for each bin size and stimulus class. The
noise in single cell responses dramatically lowered the ex-
pected signal correlation for identical neurons, specifically for
the slowly varying gratings and the smallest bin size of 10 ms
(median of 0.177). Nevertheless, the median “identical cell
signal correlation” was always larger than 80% of the pairwise
signal correlations; in the case of movies and visual noise, it
was exceeded by at most two out of 18 or one out of 15 pairwise
signal correlations, respectively. Signal correlations in neigh-
boring neurons were much lower than can be explained by the
noise in the neurons’ individual responses.
Influence of time scale on signal correlations
Although the median of signal correlations stayed close to zero
for bin sizes from 10 to 200 ms, their range increased. When we
examined signal correlations for each pair separately (data shown
in Fig. 7A–C), we found that their absolute strengths increased
significantly with increasing bin sizes from 10 to 200 ms in 27 of
65 recordings (taken from 37 pairs) in response to gratings, mov-
ies, or visual noise (considering only recordings, for which signal
correlations on 200 ms and at least one smaller bin size existed).
Signal correlations for these recordings were significantly differ-
ent between bin sizes (p  0.05, Kruskal–Wallis test on boot-
strapped signal correlations; see Materials and Methods), the
signal correlation on the largest bin (200 ms) was significantly
different from zero (p 0.05, permutation test), and there was a
monotonic increase or decrease of signal correlations with in-
creasing bin sizes (see Materials andMethods). Figure 7D, E (red
dots) shows two pairs with a significant negative and positive
trend, respectively, whereas the pair in Figure 7F (red dots) shows
nomonotonic trend, as was the case in seven of 65 recordings. In
the remaining recordings (31 of 65), signal correlations on 200
ms bins were not significant.
Figure 5. Tuning differences between neighboring neurons across all stimulus parameters. A, Same plot as in Figure 4D. Differences between the neurons’ width of orientation tuning is given
in degrees. Black bars depict differences between neighboring neurons; the red line differences between randomly chosen neurons.B, Same data as inA, but now differences between the neurons’
tuningwidth (black bars) are given in percentiles of the chance distribution (i.e., in terms of the differences between randomly picked neurons; see Results). The distribution of differences between
randomly chosen neurons (chance distribution; red line) is therefore flat. C, Tuning differences for all stimulus parameters plotted for each pair of neighboring neurons expressed in percentiles of the
chance distribution as inB. Neuron pairswere rankedwith themost similar pair (i.e., the onewith the lowestmean tuning difference across allmeasured parameters) at the left. Color of each square
refers to the stimulus parameter. Mean differences are depicted as black circles.
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The significant trends seen in some of the recordings might
reflect a dependence of signal similarity between neighboring
neurons on the temporal stimulus statistics. A second possibility
is that firing rates estimated on smaller bins are more susceptible
to noise in the neuron’s responses than those estimated on larger
bin sizes. The increase of absolute strength of signal correlations
might therefore be explained by varying noise statistics across
time scales rather than by the temporal stimulus statistics. To test
for this, we generated neural responses from an assumed “true”
signal emitted in response to the stimulus and additional noise
with a magnitude depending on the considered bin size. The
assumed true signal was taken from the
neuron’s mean firing rate measured on
bins of 200 ms, because these estimates
were the least variable, and was then par-
celed into smaller bins if necessary. The
noise that was added was based on the
measured variance of firing rate for each
bin size (seeMaterials andMethods). If no
noise had been added to the simu-
lated neural responses, signal correla-
tions would have been the same across all
bin sizes. Therefore, any differences in
correlations of the simulated signals that
are observed between different bin sizes
can be attributed to the different noise lev-
els and the different numbers of bins used
to generate the signals. Examples of signal
correlations based on simulated data
comparedwith themeasured signal corre-
lations are given in Figure 7D–F (gray
boxes). The examples show that simulated
signal correlations decreased in absolute
strength the smaller the bin size was (i.e.,
the more noise was added to the original
signal). To assess the strength of the trend
in simulated andmeasured signal correla-
tions, we calculated the normalized differ-
ence between the signal correlation on 200
ms bins, SC200, and on a smaller bin size,
SCb as follows:
SC200  SCb	/SC200  SCb	
We refer to this measure as the “trend in-
dex.” The measured trends of signal cor-
relations in the pairs shown in Figure 7D,
Eweremuch stronger than those from the
simulated responses for all bin sizes (com-
pare red dots with gray boxes in Fig. 7G,
H). This shows that the trend of increas-
ing strengths of signal correlations alone
cannot be explained by the varying noise
statistics across bin sizes. The same was
true for approximately 30% of all record-
ings in which a positive or negative trend
was observed (8 of 27; Gratings: threewith
positive and two with negative trends,
Movies: three with positive trends; p 
0.05, two-way ANOVA with measured
and simulated trend indices as one factor
and bin size as second factor). In contrast,
signal correlations at larger time scales of
several seconds that we measured in re-
sponse to gratings were not significantly correlated with those at
smaller time scales (p  0.16 for all bin sizes, permutation
test).These results show that the time scale at which signals are
compared between neurons does matter and should be chosen
with care. The reasons for a change in signal correlations with a
change in time scale probably lie in the interplay between differ-
ences in the neurons’ RFs and the spatiotemporal stimulus statis-
tics. If a stimulus causes two neurons to respond with an elevated
firing rate during approximately the same extended time periods
but without high precision, they will have a low signal correlation
Figure 6. Signal correlations in response to artificial and natural stimuli. A, Firing rates in response to gratings measured on
complete trials andaveragedacross all presentations of eachgrating stimulus are plotted for two simultaneously recordedneurons
(cat0210P3C4). The firing rates in response togratings varying in one stimulus feature, namely in orientation anddirection (black),
spatial frequency (dark gray), or temporal frequency (light gray), were z-transformed separately (see main text). The signal
correlation in this example was 0.53 ( p 0.001)B, Histogram of signal correlations for gratings (complete trials) for all n pairs of
neighboring neurons. Black bars indicate significant correlations ( p 0.05), white bars nonsignificant correlations. C, Firing rates
of the same two neurons as in A (purple and orange trace, respectively) in response to a 10-s-long movie sequence. Spikes were
binned into 50 ms intervals and firing rates averaged across 30 presentations of the same movie. D, Firing rates of both neurons
plotted against each other for each time bin in C aswell as for data froma secondmovie presented to the samepair of neurons. The
signal correlation in this examplewas 0.81 ( p 0.001). Dashed line represents the linear regression line. E, Signal correlations for
all three stimulus classes, gratings, movies, and visual noise, determined using various bin sizes. For comparison, the distribution
of signal correlations measured onmean spike counts of complete trials (3 or 5 s in duration) is also included (rightmost box). The
boxes extend from the 25 th to the 75 th percentiles; the median is indicated by the black dot. Whiskers show the whole range of
signal correlations, whereas outliers (further than 1.5 times the box length away from the box edge) are marked by circles.
Distributions in which medians were significantly different from zero are labeled with a triangle above the box ( p  0.05,
signed-rank test). Diamonds represent median signal correlations expected from identical but noisy neurons (see Materials and
Methods and Results).
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on small time scales, which then increases
on larger bin sizes. Examples of this are
the neurons indicated with purple and
green spikes in Figure 1C responding to
the movie. In the opposite case, namely
when the neurons fire during nonoverlap-
ping or almost nonoverlapping extended
time periods (as the neurons indicated
with purple and orange spikes in Fig. 1C
responding to gratings), their signal cor-
relations will have a negative trend with
increasing time scale.
Relation between tuning differences
and signal correlations
Our data indicate that neighboring neu-
rons have low signal correlations for a va-
riety of stimuli. Furthermore, only a few
tuning properties, preferred orientation,
direction, and width of orientation tuning,
seem to be similar between neighboring
neurons. But how much can differences
between neighboring neurons in such
classic tuning parameters tell us about
their signal correlations measured in re-
sponse to various stimulus classes? Our
data give only an approximate answer to
this question, because the analyses re-
quired not just the assessment of tuning
differences, but also the responses tomov-
ies or visual noise. These analyses could
only be made for a relatively small num-
ber of neuron pairs. The correlation
strengths between differences in tuning
characteristics and the pairs’ signal corre-
lations are plotted in Figure 8A. All tuning
differences except RF offsets (see below)
were measured in percentiles of the
chance distribution (i.e., the distribution
of differences between any two neurons in
primary visual cortex; see above and Fig.
5A,B). A number of tuning characteris-
tics, preferred orientation, preferred spa-
tial frequency, and direction index,
showed a relatively high and significant relationship to trial cor-
relations in response to gratings explaining 27–50% of the vari-
ance (Fig. 8A, filled blue squares). This result is not unexpected
because these tuning parameters have the strongest influence on
the shape of the neurons’ tuning curves and, therefore, largely
determine their trial correlations. Note, however, that signal cor-
relations are calculated from mean firing rates whereas tuning
curves are based on the neurons’ F1 orDC responses according to
their RF type (see Materials and Methods). The scatter plots of
these data (tuning differences vs trial correlations of each pair of
neighboring neurons) are shown in Figure 8B–D. Signal correla-
tions measured on shorter time scales had almost no significant
correlations with tuning differences. The only exception to this
were signal correlations in response to movies measured on bin
sizes of 100 and 200 ms, which were significantly correlated with
differences in relative modulation (Fig. 8A, filled red circles, col-
umn F1/DC). This means that if the neurons were phase modu-
lated to a similar degree in response to drifting gratings, they
would also respondmore similarly tomovies. The scatter plot for
all pairs is shown in Figure 8E. Although differences in preferred
phase seem to be highly correlated with signal correlations in
response to visual noise, the low “n” (in this case, only nine to 10
pairs) did not lead to significant results. Differences in tuning
width for orientation or spatial frequency (not shown in Fig. 8A)
had no significant relation to signal correlations.
A further difference between RFs that could substantially in-
fluence the strength of signal correlations is the offset between
RFs, which we here measured as the distance between both neu-
rons’ RF centers. The RF centers were estimated from the
responses to visual noise, which were used to reconstruct spatio-
temporal RFs by determining either the spike-triggered average
or the eigenvectors of the spike-triggered covariance (see Mate-
rials and Methods). The reconstructed spatiotemporal RFs were
then fit to an RF model to determine the center of the RF. In this
way, wemeasured the position of the RF centers of neurons in 13
pairs, which showed RF center offsets of between 0.02 and 1.4
visual degrees (median offset was 0.32 visual degrees). The last
column in Figure 8A shows that only signal correlations in re-
Figure 7. Dependence of signal correlations on time scale. A, Dependence of signal correlations on bin sizes is shown for each
pair of neighboringneurons separately. Eachgray line connects the signal correlations of onepair. Data for the largest bin sizewere
measured on complete trials. For this panel, all signal correlations were determined from responses to gratings. Filled dots
represent significant signal correlations ( p 0.05). B, C, Same as in A but for signal correlations in response tomovies and visual
noise, respectively. D, Measured signal correlations (red dots) and distributions of simulated signal correlations (gray boxes) in
response to gratings for one pair of neighboring neurons (same pair as in Fig. 1, indicated with purple and orange spikes).
Simulated signal correlations were based on firing rates measured on bins of 200 ms and response noise dependent on the
according bin size (see Materials and Methods) and were used to simulate the effect of the varying noise characteristics on signal
correlations (see Results). E, F, As in D but for two other pairs in response to movies (E, same neurons indicated with purple and
green spikes in Fig. 1) and in response to gratings (F, same neurons indicated with orange and green spikes in Fig. 1). G,H, Trend
indices (see Results) for simulated (gray boxes) and measured (red dots) signal correlations that are shown in plots D and E,
respectively.
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sponse to visual noise were significantly correlated with these
offsets (Fig. 8F). In summary, most tuning differences we con-
sidered here weremore closely related to trial correlations, which
were measured in response to drifting gratings on a time scale of
several seconds. At smaller time scales, signal correlations had
very weak relationships to most of the tuning differences and the
strength of this relationship varied across stimulus classes.
Signal correlations are similar for different stimulus classes
In the previous section, we showed that differences between
neighboring neurons in most tuning parameters poorly pre-
dict signal correlations on short time scales for any of the three
stimulus classes. We now turn to the question of whether the
neurons’ signal correlations are similar across the different
stimulus classes we used, gratings, movies, and visual noise.
Any differences that occur will necessarily be caused by the
different stimulus statistics. Full-field gratings, for example,
have only one spatial dimensional (luminance along the sec-
ond dimension does not change), whereas natural movies are
two-dimensional in space. If the responses of neurons were
sufficiently described by a linear RF the shape of a Gabor
function, which is itself one-dimensional in space, signal cor-
relations in response to gratings andmovies should be approx-
imately similar. However, there are many parameters that are
not captured by the one-dimensional linear RF, such as sur-
round effects or the degree of contrast adaptation, which may
differentially modulate the responses of both neurons and lead
to differences in signal correlations across stimuli. Further-
more, some differences between the neurons’ RFs may be re-
vealed by one but not the other stimulus class (e.g., those due
to different temporal and spatial resolutions). Therefore, neu-
rons are not expected to have similar signal correlations in
response to different stimulus classes. Note, however, that the
converse argument is not valid: similar signal correlations
across different stimulus classes are not proof of linear RFs.
Our results show that signal correlations for different stimulus
classes were strongly related to each other (Fig. 9). Regardless of
the bin size used, correlation coefficients were between 0.58 and
0.81 when signal correlations for movies were compared with
those for gratings or visual noise stimuli (Fig. 9A,C). They were
even higher, between 0.8 and 0.91, when signal correlations for
gratings and noise stimuli were compared with each other (Fig.
9B). Below we will show that this agreement cannot be explained
by firing rates of the pairs alone. In addition, we found no sys-
tematic differences between the strengths of signal correlation in
response to different stimulus classes (p 0.06, pairwise signed-
rank test). From these results, we conclude that the similarity
between the stimulus-dependent responses of two neighboring
neurons is largely independent of the stimulus class. In partic-
ular, even simple artificial gratings elicit average responses
that are as similar or different between neighboring neurons as
their responses to movies or visual noise stimuli.
Noise correlations are small but similar across different
stimulus classes
In contrast to a neuron’s signal, which reflects its stimulus-
dependent response, its trial-to-trial fluctuations in response to
the same stimulus are commonly referred to as noise. Noise cor-
Figure 8. Correlation strength between tuning differences and signal correlations. A, Plot shows the correlation strengths between the pairs’ signal correlations and their tuning differences in
single preferred stimulus parameters, aswell as in direction index, in relativemodulation, and their RF offset (shown in different columns). The y-axis signifying the correlation strengths is reversed,
because a close relationship between tuning differences and signal correlations would result in negative correlation coefficients. Tuning differences in each parameter were related to signal
correlations for different stimulus classes (blue, red, and green) and for various bin sizes (the lighter the color, the smaller the bin size). Note that signal correlations on complete trials were only
measured for grating stimuli (blue squares). Filled symbols mark significant correlations ( p 0.05). The letters next to some points mark significant correlations between tuning differences and
signal correlations and refer to the plots, B–F, which show the underlying data. B, Signal correlations measured on complete grating trials are plotted against the neurons’ differences in preferred
orientation. The correlation strength between bothmeasures is depicted inA (squaremarkedwith “B”). C–F, Same as inB but for other tuning parameters and signal correlations on other bin sizes
and for different stimulus classes (see label of axes).
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relations measure the covariation of trial-to-trial fluctuations of
two neurons independently of the stimulus; they are thought to
arise primarily from inputs shared between the neurons (Bair et
al., 2001; Kohn and Smith, 2005; Smith and Kohn, 2008). Al-
though noise correlations cannot be used to infer how many
inputs the neurons share in absolute terms (see Discussion), a
comparison between stimulus classes can still tell us whether the
amount of shared input changes. We computed the noise corre-
lation of a neuron pair based on each neuron’s deviation from its
mean response to the stimulus divided by the SD. As for the case
of signal correlation, only reliable responses of the neurons were
taken into account (see Materials and Methods). Pearson’s cor-
relation was then calculated on the normalized spike count devi-
ations pooled across all stimuli of the same class (see Materials
andMethods). Because time scales of noise correlations in cortex
were estimated to range from tens of milliseconds (Bair et al.,
2001) to hundreds of milliseconds (Reich et al., 2001; Kohn and
Smith, 2005; Mitchell et al., 2009), we considered spike counts
on bins of 10–200 ms and, in response to gratings, of several
seconds.
Figure 10 shows the noise correlations between adjacent neu-
rons for the three stimulus classes. Figure 10A depicts an example
of deviations from the mean responses of two neighboring neu-
rons for two repetitions of a movie scene and Figure 10B shows
the pair’s noise correlation for the two differentmovie scenes that
were presented during the recording. We found that across the
whole population of pairs of neighboring neurons, median noise
correlations were generally small, always staying below a value of
0.08 for bin sizes up to 200 ms, regardless of stimulus class (Fig.
10C). Because noise correlations depend on a good estimate of
the neurons’ mean firing rates and because the number of trials
for some stimuli was relatively small in our dataset, we measured
how robust our estimates of noise correlations were by perform-
ing a bootstrap analysis. Bootstrapped noise correlations were
calculated from responses of randomly sampled trials (see Mate-
rials andMethods). Their relation tomeasured noise correlations
is shown in Figure 10D for bin sizes of 10 ms. The medians of the
bootstrapped noise correlations were very similar to the mea-
sured values for all stimulus classes and the 95% confidence in-
tervals in most cases were small, demonstrating the robustness of
the measurements (larger confidence intervals in case of gratings
are most likely due to smaller numbers of samples used to calcu-
late noise correlations; Fig. 10D, legend). The range of noise cor-
relations in our dataset is consistent with several previous studies
(Bair et al., 2001; Reich et al., 2001; Kohn and Smith, 2005;Mitch-
ell et al., 2009), as is the small trend of increasing noise correla-
tions with increasing bin sizes from 10 to 200ms visible in Figure
10C. When measured on long time scales of several seconds in
response to gratings, the median noise correlations reached a
value of 0.16. Figure 10E–G shows that noise correlations of sev-
eral pairs increased with bin size, but decreased for only very few
of them. Noise correlations measured on any two different bin
sizes (between 10 and 200 ms) were highly correlated with each
other (pooled across stimulus classes,  0.7, p 0.001, permu-
tation test); those measured on complete grating trials were less
well related to noise correlations at smaller time scales ( 0.36,
p 0.06 for 10ms bins;  0.65, p 0.001 for 200ms bins). Bair
et al. (2001) showed that noise correlations are equivalent to the
integral of the neurons’ cross-correlogram (CCG) normalized by
their auto-correlograms when limits of integrationmatch the bin
size of the noise correlations. Noise correlations in their record-
ings had the smallest variance across stimuli when the integration
limits just enclosed the peak of the CCG but not its variable
flanks. The CCGs of our pairs that showed signs of significant
correlations had, on average, very narrow peaks extending over
delays of 10–20 ms (data not shown). Accordingly, the noise
correlations we measured on bins of 10 and 20 ms yield the best
(i.e., the most robust) estimates.
Noise correlations in response to different stimulus classes
were similar to each other. A comparison between noise correla-
tions for gratings and movies showed that they were highly cor-
related with each other (Fig. 11). Noise correlations in response
to visual noise were somewhat less well related to noise correla-
tions in response to the other stimulus classes (specifically for bin
sizes of 10 and 20ms), and this relation did not always reach a 5%
significance level due to the small number of data points. Under-
lying these differences might the faster temporal dynamics of
visual noise stimuli (20 ms frame rate) and their high contrast
changes from frame to frame. The more rapidly changing firing
rates (Fig. 1C) might influence both the dynamics of the neural
noise response and the accuracy of its estimation. However, none
of the stimulus classes led to consistently larger noise correla-
tions (p 0.08 for any bin size, pairwise signed-rank test). In
the next section, we investigate the degree to which stimulus-
Figure 9. Correlation strengths between signal correlations of different stimulus classes. A, Signal correlations measured on responses to gratings and to movies are plotted against each other
for each pair of neighboring neurons. The responseswere binned in intervals of 50ms. Inset shows the correlation coefficients between signal correlations using bin sizes of 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200
ms, respectively.B, C, Same as inA but for signal correlationsmeasured on responses to different stimulus classes. Black bars in the insets signify highly significant correlations ( p 0.01), gray bars
significant correlations ( p 0.05); n is the number of pairs.
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dependent similarities in the responses of neighboring neurons,
as reflected in their signal correlations, were related to their noise
correlations.
Relation between signal and noise correlations depends on
stimulus class
To test for the possible influence of common inputs on signal
correlations, we plotted the latter against noise correlations,
whichweremeasured on bins of 10ms because these are themost
robust estimates (see above) and correlate best with signal corre-
lations. Figure 12A shows signal correlations on bin sizes of 10ms
plotted against noise correlations and Figure 12B depicts the
strength of this relation for different time scales. The correlation
strength between the two measures varied between 0.4 for trial
correlations in response to gratings and 0.85 in response to visual
noise. For nearby neurons, positive relations between noise and
signal correlations or another measure of tuning similarity have
also been found in monkey area MT (Zohary et al., 1994; Bair
Figure 10. Noise correlations for all stimulus classes.A, For two simultaneously recorded neurons (purple and orange traces, respectively; cat0210 P3C4), trial-to-trial fluctuations are plotted for
two different presentations (continuous and dashed lines, respectively) of the same 10 s movie sequence. Mean responses of the same neurons to this movie sequence are shown in Figure 6C.
Response deviations were determined on bins of 50 ms and z-transformed for each bin with the mean and SD across all 30 stimulus repetitions. B, Normalized response deviations from the mean
are plotted for both neurons for all presentations of two differentmovie scenes. Dashed line shows the linear regression line. The noise correlation between these two neurons in response tomovies
was 0.08 ( p  0.001). C, Distribution of noise correlations on different bin sizes and for different stimulus classes are depicted as box plots (see caption of Fig. 6 E for details on box plot
representation). The last box shows the distribution of noise correlations measured on complete grating trials (for better visibility, 2 outliers with noise correlations of0.8 and0.55 are not
shown). The medians of all distributions were significantly larger than zero ( p 0.05, signed-rank test). D, Measured noise correlations are plotted against median of bootstrapped noise
correlations for each pair. Lines depict the 95%confidence interval of the bootstrapped distribution. Dotted gray linesmark equality. Typical number of samples used to determine noise correlations
is approximately 14,000 for gratings, 60,000 formovies, and 82,000 for visual noise. These differencesmight underlie the larger confidence intervals for gratings. E, Dependence of noise correlations
on bin sizes for each pair of neighboring neurons separately. Gray lines connect noise correlations of each pair. All noise correlationswere determined in response to gratings andweremeasured on
complete trials for the largest bin size. Filled dots represent significant noise correlations ( p 0.05). F, G, As in E but for noise correlations in response to movies and visual noise, respectively.
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et al., 2001). Comparing different time
scales, our results show that in response to
gratings, signal correlations on larger bins
were less well related to noise correlations.
We speculate that signal correlations on
larger time scales are less dependent on
differences between certain RF parame-
ters of the neurons (the data shown in Fig.
8A suggest that, for preferred phase and
RF offset, differences in these parameters
might be averaged out for larger bin sizes).
These differences may, however, be re-
flected in the degree of common input
and thereby also in the strength of noise
correlations of the neurons, which then
leads to mismatch between signal and
noise correlations. Further analyses will
be necessary to substantiate this point.
Second, and more importantly, Figure
12B shows that signal and noise correla-
tions were more closely related to each
other for gratings and visual noise than for
movies. Similar results were observed
when noise correlations were measured
on larger bin sizes or if we took into ac-
count only those pairs forwhich data to all
three stimulus classes were recorded (data
not shown). The data shown in Figure
12A suggest that the smaller agreement
between signal and noise correlations in
response to movies is explained by very
small noise correlations in pairs that re-
spond similarly to movies (signal correla-
tions 0.2). Whether this is caused by
some form of decorrelation is outside the
scope of this study. However, this effect
might show specific adaptation of visual
cortex to natural stimuli, because low correlations between signal
and noise correlations are thought to increase coding capacities
(see Discussion).
Firing rates do not account for agreement between noise and
signal correlations
Previous studies have suggested that higher firing rates of neu-
rons could lead to increased noise correlations (de la Rocha et al.,
2007; Cohen and Maunsell, 2009). If noise correlations in our
data were strongly correlated with firing rates of the neurons and
if the same held true for signal correlations, the agreement be-
tween signal and noise correlation would be a trivial conse-
quence. In addition, the relation of the correlation measures
across stimulus classes might be affected by firing rates. In this
section, we will show that firing rates alone cannot explain our
results. The distribution of firing rates (Fig. 13A–C) shows that
the median firing rates for gratings, movies, and visual noise
stimuli were 8.5, 4.5, and 6.0 Hz, respectively. Firing rates in
response to gratings were significantly larger than in response to
movies (p 0.05, Kruskal–Wallis test across all stimulus classes
and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons), whereas
visual noise evoked firing rates that had magnitudes in between
the other two stimulus classes andwere not significantly different
from them.
For the comparison with signal and noise correlations, the
firing rate of a pair was calculated from the firing rate of the less
active neuron in the pair averaged across all stimuli of a class to
which the neuron responded reliably. We considered the mini-
mum rate in the pair rather than the commonly used geometric
mean rate, because simulations showed that spike count correla-
tions depend more on the minimum response of two neurons
than on their mean rate (Fig. 2D in Cohen and Kohn, 2011). The
results did not change qualitatively when we used the geometric
mean instead of minimum rates. Figure 13D–F shows that signal
correlations were positively and significantly correlated with fir-
ing rates only in response to gratings and when measured on
complete trials (p  0.05, permutation test). For movies and
visual noise stimuli, correlations were negative and not signifi-
cant. The strengths of noise correlations had a positive and sig-
nificant relationship to firing rates only in response to gratings on
bin sizes of 10ms (Fig. 13G–I). The relationship in all other cases
was nonsignificant (p 0.05).
We then investigated whether firing rates can explain the ob-
served agreements between the correlation measures by deter-
mining semipartial correlations. The semipartial correlation
between a predictor variable X and a response variable Y ex-
presses the unique contribution of X to the total variance of Y by
removing the contribution of another predictor variable, Z.
Technically, one correlates the residuals from the linear regres-
sion of X and Z, which removes the effect of Z, with Y. In our
analysis, X and Y are distributions of signal or noise correlations,
whereas Z is the distribution of firing rates. We first consider the
Figure 11. Correlation strengths between noise correlations of different stimulus classes. A, Strength of correlation between
noise correlations for gratings and movies measured on bin sizes of 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 ms, respectively. Bar color refers to
significance level (black: p 0.01, dark gray: p 0.05, light gray: p 0.1,white: p 0.1). Gray lines signify the 95%confidence
interval based on the bootstrapped noise correlations (see Materials andMethods); n is the number of pairs, which differs slightly
for different bin sizes. B, C, Same as in A but for different stimulus classes.
Figure 12. Relation between noise and signal correlations on different time scales. A, Noise and signal correlations both
measured on bins of 10 ms for each pair of neighboring neurons. Shade of the dots refers to stimulus class (black: gratings, gray:
movies,white: visual noise).B, The correlationbetweennoise correlationson10msbins and signal correlationsonvaryingbin sizes
is shown for each stimulus class separately. For the last bar, signal correlations were calculated from the spike counts of complete
grating trials. Gray lines at top of bars depict the 95% confidence interval based on the bootstrapped signal and noise correlations
(seeMaterials andMethods). The number of pairs used for each stimulus class is given by n. All correlations were significant ( p
0.05) except movies on bin sizes of 100 ms and for grating on complete trials.
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variance of signal correlations for one stimulus class that can be
explained by signal correlations for another stimulus class (Fig.
9). On average, 13.8% (and at most 36.9%) of this variance could
be accounted for by firing rates (when comparing the squared
correlation coefficient with the squared semipartial correlation
coefficient). The strength of correlation between signal correla-
tions of any two stimulus classes was still significant when the
explanatory effect of firing rates was accounted for (p  0.05,
permutation test for semipartial correlation). In the case of noise
correlations (Fig. 11), firing rates on average accounted for 5.9%
(maximally for 39.7%) of the variance that could be explained by
noise correlations of another stimulus class. Inmost cases, signif-
icant relationships between noise correlations of two stimulus
classes (Fig. 11) remained significant after the effect of firing rates
was accounted for (the only exceptions to that occurred for noise
correlations in response to movies and visual noise). Finally, we
investigated whether the relation between signal and noise corre-
lations of the neuron pairs (Fig. 12B) could be explained by their
firing rates. In all cases in which this relation was significant,
maximally 20.9% of the variance in signal correlations that could
be explained by noise correlations, or vice versa, was explained by
the minimum firing rates of the pairs (significance levels stayed
very similar). Overall, these results indicate that the relationship
between the various correlation measures of neighboring neu-
rons cannot be explained by their firing rate alone.
Dependence of response differences on cortical layer
Neurons situated in different cortical layers play qualitatively dif-
ferent roles in information processing and transmission, so we
investigated whether the magnitude of re-
sponse differences or functional differ-
ences was influenced by the cortical layer
in which the pair or triplet was located. By
marking each recording site with Pon-
tamine Sky Blue, we determined the lam-
inar position of 40 pairs.We found 8 pairs
in layer 2/3, 14 pairs in layer 4, 13 pairs in
layer 5, and 5 pairs in layer 6. Because
there are few data, we pooled pairs of layer
5 and 6 together for the statistical analyses,
but still plotted them separately in the fig-
ure. The comparison of tuning differ-
ences, signal, and noise correlations
revealed only minor differences between
cortical layers. Figure 14A shows differ-
ences in orientation preference, which were
smaller betweenneighboringneurons in layer
4 than in layers 5/6 (p 0.029, signed-rank
test). However, differences between layers
were minor, because no significant differ-
ences were found when we tested the dis-
tributions of all 3 groups (layer 2/3, 4 and
5/6) simultaneously (p  0.11, Kruskal–
Wallis test). In fact, preferred phase was
the only tuning property for which differ-
ences between neighboring neurons were
not equally distributed across layers (p
0.0027, Kruskal–Wallis test). A pairwise
test between layers accounting for multi-
ple comparisons revealed that neighbor-
ing neurons in layer 2/3 and in layer 4
had larger differences between preferred
phases than neighboring neurons in layers
5/6 (p  0.05, Bonferroni correction; Fig. 14B). Differences be-
tween preferences for all other tuning parameters and between
tuning widths were very similar between neighboring neurons of
all cortical layers.
In agreement with these findings, signal correlations were
very similar for all cortical layers, regardless of bin size and
stimulus class. For noise correlations, we also found no signif-
icant differences between layers. Overall, our results show that
the functional neighborhood relationship between neurons in
V1 remains fairly similar throughout all cortical layers. The rela-




In this study, we recorded responses from two to three neighbor-
ing neurons in cat visual cortex simultaneously to quantify the
differences and similarities between their activity patterns for
three different stimulus classes. We found that preferred direc-
tion, preferred orientation, and orientation tuning width were
more clustered than expected if they were randomly distributed
across the cortex. However, preferred phase, direction selectivity,
relativemodulation, and spatial frequency preference and tuning
width show no such clustering. Our results generally agree well
with DeAngelis et al. (1999), who measured differences between
spatiotemporal RFs of neighboring simple cells in cat area 17,
although we included complex cells in our analyses. However, we
did not find spatial frequency to be clusteredmore than expected,
which is consistent with other studies on neighboring neurons
Figure 13. Distribution of firing rates and their relation to signal or noise correlations for gratings (A,D,G),movies (B,E,H ), and
visual noise (C,F,I ).A, Distribution of firing rates thatwere averaged across all grating stimuli.B, C, same as inA but in response to
movies and visual noise, respectively. D, Correlation between minimum firing rates in response to gratings and the signal corre-
lations for gratingsmeasured on bins of 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200ms and on complete trials; n is the number of pairs, which differs
somewhat across bin sizes. Significance levels of correlations aremarked by the shade of the bars (dark gray: p 0.05, light gray:
p 0.1, white: p 0.1). E, F, Same as inD but for responses tomovies and visual noise stimuli, respectively.G–I, Same as inD–F
but for noise instead of signal correlations. Number of pairs is the same as for signal correlations.
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(including simple and complex cells) in cat area 17 (Tolhurst and
Thompson, 1982; Molotchnikoff et al., 2007).
By investigating the temporal patterns in responses of neigh-
boring neurons to movies, visual noise, and gratings, we found
that their stimulus-dependent responses, called “signals,”
showed only small correlations on short time scales (10–200ms).
The strengths of these signal correlations could change with bin
size. Although they were similar across all stimulus classes, signal
correlations were only weakly related to differences between the
neurons’ tuning curves. We then measured the correlation be-
tween their stimulus-independent responses, called “noise,” re-
vealed in the trial-to-trial fluctuations of their responses, because
the strength of this correlation is thought to reflect the degree of
shared inputs (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Bair et al., 2001;
Kohn and Smith, 2005). We found small noise correlations and
only small differences between stimulus classes. Noise correla-
tions were highly related to signal correlations in response to
gratings or visual noise, but less so in response to movies.
Limitations of analyses
Cohen and Kohn (2011) identified four factors that could bias
estimates of noise correlations (and, to some degree, of signal
correlations): response strengths, the time period for counting
spikes (i.e., bin size), spike sorting, and fluctuations in internal
states. We checked for the first two biases by showing that firing
rates alone cannot explain our results concerning signal andnoise
correlations and by considering various time scales for noise and
signal correlations, including temporal resolutions of 10 and 20
ms. This range corresponds to the duration of observed mem-
brane time constants and is thus the timescale at which correlated
activity most strongly affects the responses of downstream neu-
rons (for review, see Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001). Faulty spike
sorting can lead to an overestimation of correlations when spikes
of multiple cells are not distinguished, as well as to an underesti-
mation when toomany spikes are discarded.Weminimized both
types of error by achieving a high signal-to-noise ratio in our
recordings and by careful screening and identification of all
spikes. Slow variations in brain states are generally very hard to
assess. We kept the physiological state as constant as possible, as
indicated by the vital signs, including the EEG. However, fluctu-
ations on long time scales (several trials) seem to have a minor
influence on noise correlations (Bair et al., 2001). Signal correla-
tions could be overestimated if by chance all trials for one stim-
ulus fell into a state of low or high firing rates. It is impossible to
exclude such a scenario, but randomization of the stimulus se-
quence during presentation circumvents this problem in the best
possible way.
A further difficulty in measuring signal correlations is that
they are completely dependent on the stimulus set.We attempted
a meaningful measure of signal correlation by choosing gratings
of preferred and nonpreferred values and sampled more finely if
online indications were that tuning curves were very narrow. For
the visual noise, and especially formovie stimuli, no such strategy
exists and the stimulus space is even larger. Signal correlation still
appeared to us to be the best measure for tuning similarities
because it is independent of any assumptions about the RF struc-
ture. However, its limitations must be kept in mind when inter-
preting our results.
Is coding optimized to natural stimuli?
A common observation is that noise correlations are largest for
neurons with similar tuning properties (for review, see Cohen
and Kohn, 2011). Several theoretical studies have indicated that
such a correlation structure is highly detrimental for population
coding, because responses are harder to decode under these con-
ditions and therefore carry less information about the external
stimulus (Abbott and Dayan, 1999; Sompolinsky et al., 2001;
Averbeck et al., 2006). Our results on neighboring neurons
showed a smaller dependence of noise correlation on signal cor-
relation in response to natural movies, indicative of a more effi-
cient coding. Consistent with this, Vinje and Gallant (2002)
found higher information transmission rates for movies than for
gratings. To substantiate this apparent adaptation of the brain for
efficient coding of natural stimuli, it will be necessary to discover
whether and how noise correlations depend on individual stim-
uli. Stimulus dependence was observed inmonkey V1 (Kohn and
Smith, 2005) and might largely affect information coding (Aver-
beck et al., 2006).
The theory of sparse coding argues that natural scenes activate
a minimal number of neurons at each point of time (Olshausen
and Field, 2004). The significance of this theory comes from its
ability to explain the RF structure of simple cells and, more re-
cently, of complex cells, as well as the degree of clustering of RF
parameters such as preferred orientation, spatial frequency and
phase (Hyva¨rinen and Hoyer, 2001). Low signal correlations and
rare synchronous activity of neighboring neurons are consistent
with this idea of sparse coding. However, signal correlations were
similarly small for all stimulus classes we considered, not just
movies. Furthermore, the lifetime sparseness (a measure of how
selectively neurons respond to stimuli) of neurons in awakemon-
key V1 was similar in response to natural vision and gratings
(Vinje and Gallant, 2000). In this sense, there is no sign of a
specific adaptation to natural stimuli. However, theoretical pre-
dictions as to what the values of sparseness should be in response
to artificial stimuli versus natural stimuli do not yet exist.
Information processing in heterogeneous networks
One possible advantage of cortical maps is that stimulus features
can be better estimated when a downstream neuron pools across
neurons with similar tuning properties (Parker and Newsome,
1998;Mazurek and Shadlen, 2002). Indeed, neurons in cat V1 are
more selective to orientation, which shows a high degree of clus-
tering, than to spatial frequency (Webster and De Valois, 1985).
The heterogeneity that we and others have observed, therefore,
Figure 14. Dependence of response differences between neighboring neurons on the corti-
cal layer.A, Differences between preferred orientations of neighboring neurons plotted against
the cortical layer of thepair. Differenceswere expressedaspercentiles of the chancedistribution
(i.e., the differences in preferred orientations between randomly paired neurons). Each circle
represents one pair of neighboring neurons. B, Same as in A but for differences in preferred
phases of neighboring neurons. *Significant differences between layer 2/3, layer 4, and layers
5/6 (pooled together); p 0.05 for Kruskal–Wallis test and accounting for multiple compari-
sons (see Results).
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raises a number of questions: how can information be coded and
processed, does the functional heterogeneity have any advan-
tages, and what does the underlying circuit look like?
Because of the extensive overlap of their dendritic trees, neigh-
boring neurons are expected to share a large amount of their
inputs (Douglas et al., 1995).However, unsynchronized inputs to
a neuron, or a balance between excitatory and inhibitory inputs,
will not drive the membrane to threshold. Only synchronized
excitatory inputs or synchronized inhibitory withdrawal re-
flected in fast fluctuations in the membrane potential will lead to
spikes (Lampl et al., 1999; Hasenstaub et al., 2005; Banitt et al.,
2007). Consistently, dual intracellular recordings in cat area 17
show that, whereas the membrane potentials of nearby cells are
highly correlated (Yu and Ferster, 2010), only a small fraction of
these fluctuations, presumably high-frequency components (Ha-
senstaub et al., 2005), play a decisive role in triggering spikes. This
results in weaker and narrower spike-spike (or noise) correla-
tions (Lampl et al., 1999). Therefore, noise correlations do not
reflect the full degree of shared input (de la Rocha et al., 2007;
Renart et al., 2010; Cohen and Kohn, 2011), but only the relevant
common input that leads to spikes in both neurons. Because our
results show a fairly strong relation between noise and signal
correlations, it is only this relevant fraction of common input that
primarily determines the similarity of the stimulus driven re-
sponses of neighboring neurons. This could explain the func-
tional heterogeneity despite shared input.
Pooling across neurons with mixed preferences for one stim-
ulus parameter helps to establish invariance to the parameter in
downstream neurons, as observed for the phase invariance in
complex cells. However, other nonclustered tuning parameters,
such as direction selectivity, still play a crucial role in higher visual
areas (Gizzi et al., 1990). In that case, connections to downstream
neuronsmight be highly specific and arise only fromneurons that
have the same direction selectivity. Some hint of such specificity
comes from rodent studies (Yoshimura et al., 2005; Hofer et al.,
2011; Ko et al., 2011), but the evidence is weak. In contrast, ex-
perimental and theoretical studies suggest that functional heter-
ogeneity in local populations and in downstream inputs does not
prohibit high selectivity in postsynaptic neurons (Jia et al., 2010;
Hansel and van Vreeswijk, 2012). Pooling across differently
tuned neurons is also less likely to amplify noise, which is shared
to higher degrees between neurons with similar tuning proper-
ties. Finally, a diversity of inputs may be a great advantage for
coding the multitude of contexts that a given neuron encounters
during the processing of natural scenes.
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